January 27, 2006 Sermon: Choice between Truthful Lord and false god.
I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected.
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
Last week, I showed you the detailed revelations precisely defined by ALLAH as to the
accuracy and meaning of 1 GOD and the historical background that makes Iblees (the fallen
angel), constitute the 2nd god till the Day of Resurrection. The “original history” of the Heavenly
Feud constitutes the basis of Islam - the religion of Submission to the One, Supreme, Eternal,
Living GOD. We are required to make a distinction, and recognize the difference between the
two entities – the Creator and the creature - in order to fully submit to GOD, and carry out His
commands. It is evident from the Quran, that satan (Iblees) does interfere with God’s laws, does
interfere in the messenger’s wishes of delivering the purified message to the people, and does
interfere and corrupt the ones who want to believe in God and uphold His laws.
The System created by God is a two way PATH; on the right side is GOD, and on the left
is the devil. It is balanced and perfected with the Truth and Proofs on God’s side, whereas the
lies and distortions lie on satan’s side. If you follow on the right side (God’s side) of this path,
you have a peaceful journey, blessed with security and clear signs to guide you to reach your
destiny, and go back to GOD with a purified soul. But if you pursue on the left side, (satan’s
side), your journey of life is full of bumps, shocks, inconsistencies, devoid of signs, roadblocks,
twists and turns, you lose your destiny and are returned back to the LORD with an impure and
weak soul. Each human should make a concerted and sincere effort to examine God’s Words to
fully appreciate the teachings sent down and revealed by God. He has been truthful and sincere
in trying to save us from the condemned fate of the devils, therefore, the humans should now
take charge of their own destinies, make the right decisions and choices, in order to save
themselves from the cursed and doomed fate of the devils and their allies.
If you thought I had given you all the proofs and revelations from 16:51 last week – a
very important verse, then you have underestimated the wisdom of God. Just like His provisions
and the Creative Power are inexhaustible, so is His Knowledge expressed through the Quranic
verses. In this sermon, you will see more of it. Once you have made a clear choice to believe in
GOD and support Him, then show your sincerity by upholding all His laws, including
“reverencing Allah by obeying the messenger.”
The basis of Islam is the Shahadah given in the Quran: La Elaha Ella Allah. This has 12
Arabic letters and a G.V. of 165. (His attribute of “Absoluteness – Al Samad” carries the same
G.V. 165, to declare that He is The Absolute, One God.) To appreciate the profound statement
and proclamation of the Shahadah, you have to realize that this statement is composed of only 3
different Arabic letters to tie in with the 3 different letters of Allah, about whom this statement is
about. It involves Aleef (G.V. 1), Hey (G.V. 5) and Laam (G.V. 30). Besides these 3 letters
found in the name of ALLAH, as well as in the SHAHADAH, there are no other letters used,
thus giving it exclusivity. The hidden secret will prove that no other name - human, jinn, or even
the angels can be attached or joined with this Shahadah. This is the only sure way of proclaiming
that “there is only 1 GOD,” whose name and the Shahadah is composed on “unique and
identifiable” letters, to distinguish Him from everything else. The Quran is closed and sealed to
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the devils and the distorters, with its profound Mathematical Codes, based on the original
revealed language. But it is wide open for the distorters and the devils to translate and interpret in
order to lead the people astray.
The 3 Arabic letters used in the Shahadah are Aleef, Hey, and Laam, in order of their
ascending values. Let me give you a breakdown of the letters and their values.
Aleef = 5 ------------ G.V. = 5
Hey = 2 -------------G.V. = 10
Laam = 5 -------------G.V. = 150
PATTERN: 5 2 5 and values, 5 10 150
The number of Arabic letters occurring in the Shahadah have a pattern of 5 2 5. This ties
in and opens the “K E Y” to the First Chapter titled “THE KEY.” In Arabic, it is called “AlFatehah” and the G.V. of this word is precisely 5 2 5, thus matching with the arrangement of the
letters used in the Truthful Shahadah. You will notice that the first chapter Al-Fatehah, mentions
only the One, Truthful, Lord of the Universe – ALLAH, and is free of all other names (humans,
jinns, angels, or any other creatures).
The name of the Chapter – Al Fatehah, and the arrangement of the letters in the Shahadah are
multiples of 7, just as the entire chapter 1 is composed on the Seven Pairs, and the Sacred
Codes.
Number of letters are: 5,2,5 = 7 x 75 and the G.V. of the 3 letters are 5,10,150 = 19 x 26850
This proves that the Sacred Shahadah, which will be proclaimed by only the sincere and
the reverent believers, who believe in His Absolute Authority, is sealed by God, from any
addition or deletion of letters or words, and is strictly composed on the Sacred Codes, unique to
ALLAH (God) to serve as an “identifying marker or Sign” to recognize and believe in Him. I
have presented Proofs in the past revealing the name, ALLAH, to be based on the Seven Pairs
also, and the letters used in His name open the “Key” to His Shahadah. (If any of you would like
to see or know, please contact me.) Reflect on the Attribute of Al-Samad, and on the Shahadah,
having the same G.V. of 165.
Al-Samad : The Allah letters are 2
The Shahadah: The Allah letters are 12
The sum of Allah letters in both are 2 + 12 = 14, the proof of the Seven Pairs, and the pattern is
2 1 2, revealing the word “Rabbi” meaning “my Lord.”
The distorters of God’s religion have throughout history, attached or associated the
names of God’s prophets and messengers, with His Sacred Name and Shahadah, without any
basis or proof. This is a clear violation of our Covenant with GOD before coming to Earth, and is
a blasphemy that challenges His Absolute Authority, similar to what Iblees (satan) did early on.
Now we know and understand the basis of the number 165, and the Quranic words that it
represents, namely: Al-Samad and La Elaha Ella Allah. Going back to the important verse of
16:51, that forbids the humans from worshiping 2 gods, let me show you that the first 12 letters
of Allah in this verse do reveal the number 165, proving His Absolute Authority through the
Shahadah and proving that HE IS ONLY ONE GOD.
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16:51 God has proclaimed: Do not worship two gods; there is only one god. You shall reverence
Me alone.
Revealed: The G.V. of 12 Allah letters is 165, whereas the remaining Allah letters have a G.V.
of 51, the diff. in the numbers is precisely 114 – revealing, that the Quran and its 114 chapters
is from the ONE GOD, whose Shahadah is stated in the Scripture. Praise be to ALLAH. Let me
show you some more miracles associated with this verse and those surrounding it.
16:51 Part of Verse: “There is only one god.”
Revealed: The G.V. of Arabic letters for this part is precisely 202 – the value of LORD.
16:51 Part of Vs: Do not worship the two gods. There is only one god. You shall reverence Me
alone.
Revealed: My name initials are 14, and my name letters are 19, proving that ALLAH IS 1, and
identifies Him through His Sacred Codes, while proving the Quran to be His Truthful words.
These are additional proofs to those already revealed and given in last week’s sermon. Let me
recite the surrounding verses preceding and following 16:51.
16:51 GOD has proclaimed: “Do not worship two gods; there is only one god. You shall
reverence Me alone.
16:52 To HIM belongs everything in the heavens and the earth and therefore, the religion shall
be devoted absolutely to HIM alone. Would you worship other than GOD?
Proof of Divine Writing: The Aleefs are 11 and 9, the diff. is 2 – His Absolute Authority has
been challenged and violated by Iblees during the Heavenly Feud; therefore the injunction has
been issued not to worship two gods. You cannot have 2 authorities or receive commands from
both; it has to be only ALLAH to whom we should be devoted in order to worship HIM. Nor can
you believe in ALLAH as the Authority, while you reject or oppose His Commands.
Proof of Divine Writing: The letters of Iblees are 22 and 21, the diff. is 1 – the fallen angel,
Iblees, knows that there is only 1 Authority in the universe and recognizes the existence of
ALLAH. His only unforgivable crime was to disobey, rebel, argue and challenge GOD’S
Command and Authority, and to lead the creatures astray against GOD.
Proof of Divine Writing: my name letters are precisely 24 and 23, the diff. is 1 – the
messengers of GOD are inspired to know and believe in His Absolute Authority. They take their
commands straight from Him, and do not follow the commands of other humans.
NOTE: By inscribing my name letters to reveal the difference of 1 through such important
verses, is a Divine Proof from ALLAH, that the revelations presented and recited by me
are from the Almighty, Most Wise. Glory be to Him.
Verses Preceding and Following 16:51:
16:49 To ALLAH prostrates everything in the heavens and everything on earth – every creature and so do the angels; without the least arrogance.
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16:50 They reverence their LORD, high above them, and they do what they are commanded to
do.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and 5, the diff. is 14. The Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 prove
that everything submits to ALLAH – a fact about which the disbelievers are totally unaware.
16:49-50 Divine Proofs: The Aleefs are 10
16:51 Divine Proofs: The Aleefs are 11, the diff. is precisely 1 – the submitting creatures in the
heavens and the earth respond to GOD eagerly without the least arrogance, and are fully aware
of His Authority.
16:49-50 Divine Proofs: The Aleefs are 10
16:52 Divine Proofs: The Aleefs are 9, the diff. is 1, while the sum is 19; both numbers
represent ONE - SUPREME LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
16:49 To GOD prostrates everything in the heavens and everything on earth – every creature –
and so do the angels; without the least arrogance.
16:52 To HIM belongs everything in the heavens and the earth and therefore, the religion shall
be devoted absolutely to HIM alone. Would you worship other than GOD?
Revealed: The Aleefs are 8 and 9, the diff. is 1 – “Submit willingly, or unwillingly, GOD is the
ABSOLUTE LORD. The above verses 16:49 and 16:52 talk about “prostration” to GOD and
“devoting your religion” to HIM.
Revealed: 16:49 – ALLAH letters are 19
Revealed: 16:52 – ALLAH letters are 19
SUM = 38
===

my initials are 22
my initials are 16
SUM = 38
===

“MATCHING”

Both markings and proofs reveal the Truth as the verses state, therefore, the source of
ALL Commands has to be from ALLAH – and the religion can only be devoted to Him by
upholding them. This kind of Double-Proofing, with the Aleefs having a diff. of 1 as well as
Allah letters being 19 and 19 in each verse, conveys a very strong message to worship Him
alone and not to follow any unauthorized commands.
.
The messenger can only show you the Truth and the Truthful Path to follow, which is: To
believe in these Proofs and Revelations of GOD; to reverence Him alone, and to obey the
messenger. The ending part of 16:52 is therefore, clearly marked again, to show you the path of
GOD through the messenger.
Part of Vs: “Therefore, the religion shall be devoted to Him alone.”
Part of Vs: “Would you worship other than GOD?”
Revealed: The Aleefs are 3 and 2, the diff. is 1
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, the diff. is 1
Revealed: my name letters are 7 and 6, the diff. is 1
Revealed: my name initials are 4 and 5, the diff. is 1
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Between each part also, the Allah letters are 6, my letters are 7, and in the second part, the Allah
letters are 5, and my letters are 6, revealing the diff. of 1, in every way possible – this is a very
clear message from ALLAH that “worshiping Him alone” entails doing whatever God
commands and through whomever He pleases. It is a must to accept and believe in these
PROOFS to show your appreciation for His Authority. God be glorified.
The primary job of all messengers is to preach the Truth according to the guidelines and
the inspiration revealed by GOD. To achieve this goal and mission, the Most Gracious has
enlightened me about the Heavenly Feud and our COVENANTS pledged to Him during our first
life before coming to Earth. Once the Truth is made apparent to all the humans, some of them
will rush to accept it and reform their lives in accordance with these teachings, in order to please
their LORD, while others will continue to disregard these SIGNS no matter what GOD shows
them. A lot of proven information has been revealed over the years and more keeps coming;
there is no end to the wisdom and knowledge of GOD. Praise be to Him. Now I am going to put
similar verses in perspective – the ones that invite you to believe in 1 GOD, and forbids from
worshiping 2 gods; and also the Covenant made with our LORD to uphold His Absolute
Authority.
These sets of verses will have both revelations – the revelations of Absoluteness through the
Aleef, and the revelation of 2 gods (idolatry) through the Allah letters.
WORSHIPING 1 GOD (ALONE), AND FORBIDDING WORSHIP OF 2 gods:
16:51 GOD has proclaimed: “Do not worship two gods; there is only one god. You shall
reverence Me alone.”
36:60-61 Did I not covenant with you, O children of Adam, that you shall not worship the devil?
That he is your most ardent enemy? And that you shall worship Me alone? This is the right path.

Revelation of 1: The Aleefs are 11 and 12, the diff. is 1 – Absoluteness of GOD.
Revelation of Idolatry (2 gods): The Allah letters are 22 and 20, the diff. is 2 – idolatry proven,
by going against GOD’S commands just like the devil did.
COVENANT MADE WITH THE 1 ABSOLUTE LORD:
7:172 Recall that your LORD summoned all the descendants of Adam, and had them bear
witness for themselves: “AM I NOT YOUR LORD?” They all said, “YES. WE BEAR
WITNESS.” Thus, you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection, “We were not aware of this.”
36:60-62 Did I not covenant with you, O Children of Adam, that you shall not worship the devil?
That he is your most ardent enemy? And that you shall worship Me alone? This is the right path.
He has misled multitudes of you. Did you not possess any understanding?

Revelation of 1: The Aleefs are 16 and 17, the diff. is 1 – Absoluteness of GOD.
Revelation of 2 gods – Idolatry: The Allah letters are 32 and 30, the diff. is 2 – idolatry proven,
by breaking the Covenant with GOD and following the devil.
Comment: The believers might wonder as to the significance of 1 and 2, when the proofs
originate out of Aleef and Allah letters; both being in His name. Let me explain it to you:
5

Iblees (satan) challenged God’s Authority by refusing His command; this made him
RIVAL with GOD, constituting 2 gods. If Iblees also believed that GOD is 1 as Absolute, with
the Power and the Right to Command, as He wills, then he should have taken the orders and
complied willingly and obediently. Logically, one gives the command and the other carries it
out. The command flows from GOD, and under the rules of “Submission,” all the creatures and
creations are supposed to carry them out, willingly.
Based on the precedent set before, the humans and the jinns who refuse or reject GOD’S
commands and laws, or corrupt and distort them, or fabricate lies, or follow hearsay, or any other
authority without due Signs and Authorization from GOD, fall in to the same category of
worshiping 2 gods or idolatry.
BUT even though some creatures disobey His laws and Authority, or challenge it; His
Absoluteness as 1 is not affected, as He is the only LORD of the universe – there is no other god
except He. After creation of the universe, He assumed full authority over His creations. The
disobedient show disdain and disregard to His Sacred Name, ALLAH, and because of this gross
sin, it then reveals the revelation of 2, instead of 1. It is very simple: if you believe ALLAH is 1,
you will carry out His commands every time in order to please Him; but if you have any kind of
doubts about Him being 1 as the only Authority in the universe, then you will sin against Him by
disobeying His laws and commands. For this reason, He has stated that “He is the Lord and
Master of the believers only” while the disbelievers have no lord and master. (47:11)
I will now give you another example. In the Heaven, before the appointment of satan as
the 2 god, we made certain Covenants with ALLAH, as being the only LORD, and pledged to
uphold His Absolute Authority on earth; accordingly, the appropriate set of verses reveal the diff.
of 1 only, and not 2. The precision of GOD’S mathematics in perfecting these verses cannot be
adequately described and commended by any human, except to glorify and praise Him for
unveiling these Marvels of the Quran.
nd

7:172 Recall that your LORD summoned all the descendants of Adam, and had them bear
witness for themselves: “Am I not your LORD?” They all said, “YES. We bear witness.” Thus,
you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection, “We were not aware of this.”
5:7 Remember GOD’S blessing upon you, and His Covenant that He covenanted with you, you
said, “WE HEAR AND WE OBEY.” You shall observe GOD; GOD is fully aware of the
innermost thoughts.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 16 and 16 – MATCHING, as His Absolute Authority was not
challenged by the humans at that time; rather it was agreed upon by us that we will hear and
obey only the 1 True GOD. Both of the above Covenants were accepted and proclaimed by us.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 32 and 33, the diff. is 1 – when we made the Covenant, we knew
with certainty that ALLAH is 1 (as a God), having the Sole and Absolute Authority over all
creations and commands. These proofs have unfolded and unveiled the ancient history in a very
vivid way, and should remove all doubts that the hypocrites have about GOD and the QURAN.
After showing you the revelations from the original and ancient history of the human
race, I will now move on to the actual set of verses where GOD has borne witness to His
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Shahadah and named the religion approved by Him. These are very important verses under the
numbers 18 and 19, both of these numbers are the G.V.’s of “Wahidun and Wahid,” meaning
“ONE.” The Proofs encoded in these verses all serve as a “Marker and Sign” to identify the One
GOD, so that the sincere believers can recognize and submit to Him.
3:18 GOD bears witness that there is no god except He, and so do the angels and those who
possess knowledge. Truthfully and equitably, (He is the absolute god); there is no god but He,
the Almighty, the Most Wise.
PROVING THE TRUTH OF THE SHAHADAH: Between the two occurrences highlighted
in the verse above, the Aleefs are precisely 7 and the Allah letters are precisely 14, proving the
Truth of the Shahadah through the Miracle of the Seven Pairs. Let me recite 3:19 and show you
the comparison between the two verses.
3:19 The only religion approved by GOD is “Submission.” Ironically, those who have received
the scripture are the ones who dispute this fact, despite the knowledge they have received, due to
jealousy. For such rejectors of GOD’S revelations, GOD is most strict in reckoning.
Revealed: 3:18 Aleefs are 19 ---------------------- ALLAH is WAHID (ONE)
Revealed: 3:19 Aleefs are 23 ---------------------- ALLAH IS WAHDAHOO (ALONE)
PROVEN: ALLAH (GOD) IS ONE AND ALONE. (BE HE GLORIFIED)
Revealed: The ALLAH letters in both verses are 43 and 44, the diff. is clearly 1 – the real
religion is to recognize, agree, and accept His Absolute Authority and to willingly carry out
all commands in order to show your “submission” to Him. These Proofs should make the
hypocrites and the disbelievers think about the consequences they will have to face after
death. GOD is serious and has proven by revealing what humans never knew or expected;
it is now the humans who have to get serious in recognizing and accepting the TRUTH.
Revealed: my name letters in each verse are 34 and 53, the difference is clearly 19,
revealing the Authorization of ALLAH for the message bearer of ISLAM for the present
day communities.
The Khutbah (sermon) will be continued on the same Subject, next week, God willing. It
is a profound subject with extensive revelations from the Almighty ALLAH.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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